Subgraph Retrieval Enhanced Model for Multi-hop Knowledge Base
Question Answering
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Introduction

Knowledge
Base
Question
Answering
(KBQA) (Zhang et al., 2021) aims to seek
answers to factoid questions from structured
KBs such as Freebase, Wikidata, and DBPedia.
KBQA has attracted a lot of attention, as the
logically organized entities and their relations
are beneficial for inferring the answer. Semantic
parsing-based (SP-based) methods (Das et al.,
2021; Lan and Jiang, 2020; Sun et al., 2020) and
embedding-based methods (He et al., 2021; Sun
et al., 2018, 2019) are two mainstream methods for
addressing KBQA. The former ones heavily rely
on the expensive annotation of the intermediate
logic form such as SPARQL. Instead of parsing
the questions, the later ones directly represent
∗
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Recent works on knowledge base question answering (KBQA) retrieve subgraphs for easier
reasoning. The desired subgraph is crucial as a
small one may exclude the answer but a large
one might introduce more noises. However,
the existing retrieval is either heuristic or interwoven with the reasoning, causing reasoning
on the partial subgraphs, which increases the
reasoning bias when the intermediate supervision is missing. This paper proposes a trainable subgraph retriever (SR) decoupled from
the subsequent reasoning process, which enables a plug-and-play framework to enhance
any subgraph-oriented KBQA model. Extensive experiments demonstrate SR achieves significantly better retrieval and QA performance
than existing retrieval methods. Via weakly supervised pre-training as well as the end-to-end
fine-tuning, SR achieves new state-of-the-art
performance when combined with NSM (He
et al., 2021), a subgraph-oriented reasoner, for
embedding-based KBQA methods. Codes and
datasets are available online1 .
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Figure 1: The impact of subgraph size on (a) answer
coverage rate and (b) QA performance (Hits@1) of
NSM (He et al., 2021) on WebQSP (Yih et al., 2016)
and CWQ (Talmor and Berant, 2018).

and rank entities based on their relevance to input
questions. Among them, the models which first
retrieve a question-relevant subgraph and then
perform reasoning on it (He et al., 2021; Sun et al.,
2018, 2019) reduce the reasoning space, showing
superiority compared with reasoning on the whole
KB (Chen et al., 2019a; Saxena et al., 2020; Xu
et al., 2019) (Cf. Table 2 for empirical proof).
Subgraph retrieval is crucial to the overall QA
performance, as a small subgraph is highly likely
to exclude the answer but a large one might introduce noises that affect the QA performance. Figure 1(a) presents the answer coverage rates of the
subgraphs with different sizes on two widely-used
KBQA datasets, WebQSP (Yih et al., 2016) and
CWQ (Talmor and Berant, 2018). We extract the
full multi-hop topic-centric subgraph and control
the graph size by the personalized pagerank (PPR)
(Haveliwala, 2003) scores of entities. We also
present the QA performance (Hits@1) of NSM (He
et al., 2021), a state-of-the-art embedding-based
model, under the same sizes of the subgraphs in
Figure 1(b). It is observed that although larger subgraphs are more likely to cover the answer, the QA
performance drops dramatically when the subgraph
includes more than 5,000 nodes. Moreover, it is
inefficient to extract such a full multi-hop subgraph
for online QA. The results show that such heuris-
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tic retrieval is far from optimal. To improve the
retrieval performance, PullNet (Sun et al., 2019)
proposes a trainable retriever, but the retrieving and
the reasoning processes are intertwined. At each
step, a LSTM-based retriever selects new relations
relevant to the question, and a GNN-based reasoner
determines which tail entities of the new relations
should be expanded into the subgraph. As a result,
the inference as well as the training of the reasoner
needs to be performed on the intermediate partial
subgraph. Since the intermediate supervision is
usually unobserved, reasoning on partial subgraphs
increases the bias which will eventually affect the
answer reasoning on the final entire subgraph.
This paper proposes a subgraph retrieval enhanced model for KBQA, which devises a trainable
subgraph retriever (SR) decoupled from the subsequent reasoner. SR is devised as an efficient
dual-encoder that can expand paths to induce the
subgraph and can stop the expansion automatically.
After that, any subgraph-oriented reasoner such as
GRAFT-Net (Sun et al., 2018) or NSM (He et al.,
2021) can be used to delicately deduce the answers
from the subgraph. Such separable retrieval and
reasoning ensure the reasoning only on the final
entire instead of the intermediate partial subgraphs,
which enables a plug-and-play framework to enhance any subgraph-oriented reasoner.
We systematically investigate the advantages of
various training strategies for SR, including weakly
supervised/unsupervised pre-training and end-toend fine-tuning with the reasoner. Instead of the
ground truth paths, we extract the shortest paths
from a topic entity in the question to an answer
as the weak supervision signals for pre-training.
When the QA pairs themselves are also scarce, we
construct pseudo (question, answer, path) labels
for unsupervised pre-training. To further teach the
retriever by the final QA performance, we enable
the end-to-end fine-tuning, which injects the likelihood of the answer conditioned on a subgraph
as the feedback from the reasoner into the prior
distribution of the subgraph to update the retriever.
We conduct extensive experiments on WebQSP
and CWQ. The results reveal four major advantages: (1) SR, combined with existing subgraphoriented reasoners, achieves several gains (+0.49.7% Hits@1 and 1.3-8.7% F1) over the same reasoner that is performed with other retrieval methods. Moreover, SR together with NSM creates new
state-of-the-art results for embedding-based KBQA

models. (2) With the same coverage rate of the answers, SR can result in much smaller subgraphs
that can deduce more accurate answers. (3) The
unsupervised pre-training can improve about 20%
Hits@1 when none of the weak supervision data
is provided. (4) The end-to-end fine-tuning can
enhance the performance of the retriever as well as
the reasoner.
Contributions. (1) We propose a trainable SR
decoupled from the subsequent reasoner to enable a plug-and-play framework for enhancing any
subgraph-oriented reasoner. (2) We devise SR by a
simple yet effective dual-encoder, which achieves
significantly better retrieval and QA results than the
existing retrieval methods. (3) NSM equipped with
SR, via weakly supervised pre-training and end-toend fine-tuning, achieves new SOTA performance
for embedding-based KBQA methods.

2

Related Work

KBQA solutions can be categorized into SP-based
and embedding-based methods. SP-based methods (Bao et al., 2016; Berant and Liang, 2014; Das
et al., 2021; Lan and Jiang, 2020; Liang et al., 2017;
Qiu et al., 2020b; Sun et al., 2020) parse a question into a logic form that can be executed against
the KB. These methods need to annotate expensive
logic forms as supervision or are limited to narrow
domains with a few logical predicates. Embeddingbased methods embed entities and rank them based
on their relevance to the question, where the entities are extracted from the whole KB (Miller et al.,
2016; Saxena et al., 2020) or restricted in a subgraph (Chen et al., 2019a; He et al., 2021; Sun
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). They are more
fault-tolerant but the whole KB or the ad-hoc retrieved subgraph includes many irrelevant entities.
Some works such as PullNet (Sun et al., 2019),
SRN (Qiu et al., 2020a), IRN (Zhou et al., 2018),
and UHop (Chen et al., 2019b) enhance the retrieval by training the retriever, but the retrieving
and the reasoning are intertwined, causing the reasoning on partially retrieved subgraphs. Because
of such coupled design, the reasoner in SRN, IRN,
and UHop is degenerated into a simple MLP. On
the contrary, thanks to the decoupled design, the
reasoner can be complicated to support more complex reasoning. Other works propose more complicated reasoner for supporting the numerical reasoning in KBQA (Feng et al., 2021).
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Open-domain QA (OpenQA) aims to answer
questions based on a large number of documents.
Most of the OpenQA models also consist of a
retriever to identify the relevant documents and
a reasoner to extract the answers from the documents. The retriever is devised as a sparse
term-based method such as BM25 (Robertson and
Zaragoza, 2009) or a trainable dense passage retrieval method (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Sachan
et al., 2021), and the reasoner deals with each document individually (Guu et al., 2020) or fuses all
the documents together (Izacard and Grave, 2021).
Different from the documents in openQA, the subgraphs in KBQA can be only obtained by multi-hop
retrieval and the reasoner should deal with the entire subgraph instead of each individual relation to
find the answer. Although some openQA research
proposes multi-hop document retrieval (Asai et al.,
2020), the focus is the matching of the documents
rather than the relations to the questions in KBQA.
Thus the concrete solution for KBQA should be
different from openQA.

3

Problem Definition

Probabilistic Formalization of KBQA. Given a
question q and one of its answers a ∈ Aq , we formalize the KBQA problem as maximizing the probability distribution p(a|G, q). Instead of directly
reasoning on G, we retrieve a subgraph G ⊆ G and
infer a on G. Since G is unknown, we treat it as a
latent variable and rewrite p(a|G, q) as:
X
G

pϕ (a|q, G)pθ (G|q).

L(θ, ϕ) = max
θ,ϕ

(1)

In the above equation, the target distribution
p(a|G, q) is jointly modeled by a subgraph retriever
pθ (G|q) and an answer reasoner pϕ (a|q, G). The
subgraph retriever pθ defines a prior distribution
over a latent subgraph G conditioned on a question

X

log

(q,a,G)∈D

X

pϕ (a|q, G)pθ (G|q), (2)

G

where D is the whole training data. Thanks to this
formulation, the retriever can be decoupled from
the reasoner by firstly training the retriever pθ and
then the reasoner pϕ on the subgraphs sampled by
the retriever. Via drawing a sample G (Sachan et al.,
2021), we can approximate Eq. (2) as:
L(θ, ϕ) = max
θ,ϕ

X

log pϕ (a|q, G) + log pθ (G|q), (3)

(q,a,G)∈D

where the first and the second term can be optimized for the reasoner and the retriever respectively. The concrete reasoner can be instantiated
by any subgraph-oriented KBQA model such as
the GNN-based GRAT-Net (Sun et al., 2018) and
NSM (He et al., 2021).

4

A knowledge base (KB) G organizes the factual information as a set of triples, i.e., G =
{(e, r, e′ )|e, e′ ∈ E, r ∈ R}, where E and R denote the entity set and the relation set respectively.
Given a factoid question q, KBQA is to figure out
the answers Aq to the question q from the entity
set E of G. The entities mentioned in q are topic
entities denoted by Eq = {eq }, which are assumed
to be given. This paper considers the complex questions where the answer entities are multi-hops away
from the topic entities, called multi-hop KBQA.

p(a|G, q) =

q, while the answer reasoner pϕ predicts the likelihood of the answer a given G and q. The goal
is to find the optimal parameters θ and ϕ that can
maximize the log-likelihood of training data, i.e.,

Subgraph Retriever (SR)

The retriever needs to calculate pθ (G|q) for any
G, which is intractable as the latent variable G is
combinatorial in nature. To avoid enumerating G,
we propose to expand top-K paths relevant to q
from the topic entities and then induce the subgraph
following these paths.
4.1

Expanding Paths

Path expanding starts from a topic entity and follows a sequential decision process. Here a path
is defined as a sequence of relations (r1 , · · · , r|p| ),
since a question usually implies the intermediate
relations excluding the entities. Suppose a partial path p(t) = (r1 , · · · , rt ) has been retrieved
at time t, a tree can be induced from p(t) by filling in the intermediate entities along the path, i.e.,
T (t) = (eq , r1 , E1 , · · · , rt , Et ). Each Et is an entity set as a head entity and a relation can usually
derive multiple tail entities. Then we select the next
relation from the union of the neighboring relations
of Et . The relevance of each relation r to the question q is measured by the dot product between their
embeddings, i.e.,
s(q, r) = f (q)⊤ h(r),

(4)

where both f and h are instantiated by
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). Specifically, we input
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Figure 2: Illustration of the subgraph retrieving process. We expand a path from each topic entity as well as induce
a corresponding tree, and then merge the trees from different topic entities to form a unified subgraph.

the question or the name of r into RoBERTa and
take its [CLS] token as the output embedding. According to the assumption (Chen et al., 2019b; He
et al., 2021; Qiu et al., 2020a; Zhou et al., 2018) that
expanding relations at different time steps should
attend to specific parts of a query, we update the
embedding of the question by simply concatenating
the original question with the historical expanded
relations in p(t) as the input of RoBERTa, i.e.,
f (q (t) ) = RoBERTa([q; r1 ; · · · ; rt ]),

(5)

Thus s(q, r) is changed to s(q (t) , r) =
f (q (t) )⊤ h(r). Then the probability of a relation
r being expanded can be formalized as:
p(r|q (t) ) =

1
,
1 + exp (s(q (t) , END) − s(q (t) , r))

(6)

where END is a virtual relation named as “END”.
The score s(q (t) , END) represents the threshold of
the relevance score. p(r|q (t) ) is larger than 0.5
if s(q (t) , r) > s(q (t) , END) and is no larger than
0.5 otherwise. We select the top-1 relation with
p(r|q (t) ) > 0.5. The expansion is stopped if none
of the probabilities of the relations is larger than
0.5. Finally, the probability of a path given the
question can be computed as the joint distribution
of all the relations in the path, i.e.,
pθ (p|q) =

|p|
Y
t=1

p(rt |q (t) ).

(7)

where |p| denotes the number of relations in p, t =
1 indicates the selection at the topic entity and t =
|p| denotes the last none-stop relation selection.
Since the top-1 relevant path cannot be guaranteed
to be right, we perform a top-K beam search at
each time to get K paths. From each topic entity,
we obtain K paths which result in nK paths in
total by n topic entities. nK paths correspond to
nK instantiated trees.

4.2

Inducing Subgraph

We take the union of top-K trees from one topic
entity into a single subgraph, and then merge the
same entities from different subgraphs to induce
the final subgraph. This can reduce the subgraph
size, i.e., the answer reasoning space, as the subgraphs from different topic entities can be viewed
as the constraints of each other. Specifically, from
the n subgraphs of the n topic entities, we find the
same entities and merge them. From these merged
entities, we trace back in each subgraph to the root
(i.e., a topic entity) and trace forward to the leaves.
Then we only keep the entities and relations along
the tracing paths of all the trees to form the final subgraph. For example in Figure 2, given a
question “Where did Canadian citizens with Turing
Award graduate?” with two topic entities “Turing
Award” and “Canada”2 , we can explain it by the
two expanded paths (Win, Graduate) and (Citizen,
Graduate) and merge the trees induced by them to
form a unified subgraph. Only the top-1 path is
presented in the figure for a clear illustration.

5

Training Strategies

In this section, we discuss the pre-training and the
end-to-end fine-tuning strategies to train the retriever. Figure 3 illustrates the whole framework
and the training procedure.
5.1

Weakly Supervised Pre-Training

Since the ground truth subgraphs are not easy to
be obtained, we resort to the weak supervision
signals constructed from the (q, a) pairs. Specifically, from each topic entity of a question, we
retrieve all the shortest paths to each answer as
the supervision signals, as paths are easier to be
obtained than graphs. Since maximizing the log2

Some work views “Canada” as a constraint, which is not
easy to be distinguished with the topic entity “Turing Award”.
Thus this paper treats both of them as topic entities.
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sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="4R0pHI7R4m0bWLDX+qjMV5rHxmY=">AAACD3icbZDNTgIxFIXv4B8iKrp1MxFMXBjSshDYmbhxiYn8JDAhnVKgodOZtB0TMuE53PgqblxojDt3vo2dgYWCN2ny5Zzb3tvjR4Jrg9C3k9va3tndy+8XDoqHR8elk2JHh7GirE1DEaqeTzQTXLK24UawXqQYCXzBuv7sNvW7j0xpHsoHM4+YF5CJ5GNOibHSsISTQfZIX018L0FVhBDG+CoFXL9GFprNRg03FpWB4QHTlcWwVM7abLmbgFdQhlW1hqWvwSikccCkoYJo3ccoMl5ClOFUsEVhEGsWETojE9a3KIkd4yXZVgv3wiojdxwqe6RxM/X3jYQEWs8D33YGxEz1upeK/3n92IwbXsJlFBsm6XLQOBauCd00J3fEFaNGzC0Qqrjd1aVTogg1Ns2CDQGvf3kTOrUqRlV8jyAPZ3AOl4ChDjdwBy1oA4UneIE3eHeenVfnYxlXzlnldgp/yvn8AcX+mzw=</latexit>
sha1_base64="eZgx95Mc3FxDiafuJ8bGbo5T9bs=">AAACD3icdVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWHd26CbaCCylJF7bdCW5cVrAPaIeSSdM2NPMgyQhl6He48VfcuFDEnTv/xkwfoKIHAodzTnJvjh9LoQ3Gn05uY3Nreye/W9gr7h8cukfFto4SxXiLRTJSXZ9qLkXIW0YYybux4jTwJe/40+vM79xzpUUU3plZzL2AjkMxEowaKw1ckvYXj/TU2PdSXMEYE0IuMkJql9iSRqNeJfV5uW9EwHV5PnBL6xhax9A6hkhmWZRghebA/egPI5YEPDRMUq17BMfGS6kygkk+L/QTzWPKpnTMe5aG1I7x0sVWc3RmlSEaRcqe0KCF+v1GSgOtZ4FvkwE1E/3by8S/vF5iRnUvFWGcGB6y5aBRIpGJUNYTGgrFmZEzSyhTwu6K2IQqyoxts2BLWP8U/U/a1QrBFXKLIQ8ncArnQKAGV3ADTWgBgwd4ghd4dR6dZ+dtWVfOWfV2DD/gvH8BELGbcg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="bxvr80J67gerCodoX1brMaHkGbY=">AAACGnicdVBJSwMxGM241rpVPXoJtoIHKUkR294KXjxWsAvMDCWTZtrQzEKSEcowv8OLf8WLB0W8iRf/jZkuoKIfBB7vvW/J82LBlUbo01pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHXRUlkrIOjUQk+x5RTPCQdTTXgvVjyUjgCdbzJle53rtjUvEovNXTmLkBGYXc55RoQw1KOHVmQ2w58twUVRFCGOPzHOD6JTKg2WzUcCOrOJoHTFWyQam8tMGlDS5tEOeSqTJYVHtQeneGEU0CFmoqiFI2RrF2UyI1p4JlRSdRLCZ0QkbMNjAkZo2bzq7K4KlhhtCPpHmhhjP2e0dKAqWmgWecAdFj9VvLyb80O9F+w015GCeahXS+yE8E1BHMc4JDLhnVYmoAoZKbWyEdE0moNmkWTQjLn8L/QbdWxaiKb1C5dbGIowCOwQk4AxjUQQtcgzboAAruwSN4Bi/Wg/VkvVpvc+uKteg5Aj/K+vgCxq6c5Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vSeMS25FJIRS4a8vpBPjUEBlPho=">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</latexit>

Top-K inner product search
from relation embeddings
Top-K relations

For retriever
fine-tuning

<latexit sha1_base64="Ybjhgg3zDcM8I9nv5bBUquBLbUk=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="ZlvY1Y97QgmKJlXShf+Mes+6npw=">AAACGnicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK21anXrZvACFaQkXdgWXAhuXFawKrTDkEnTNjRzMTkjlHFexo2v4saFRQTfxrR24e1A4OP/c05O/iBR0iAhH87C4tLyymphrbhe2tjcKm+Xrk2cai7aPFaxvg2YEUpGoo0SlbhNtGBhoMRNMDqf+jf3QhsZR1c4ToQXskEk+5IztJJfPs26syEdPQi8jFQJIZTS4ynQ+gmx0Gw2arSRHyR+1sWhQJZXEn/0cHd0kPvl/VmHLfcv0Dnsw7xafnnS7cU8DUWEXDFjOpQk6GVMo+RK5MVuakTC+IgNRMdixEJhvGy2YO4eWqXn9mNtT4TuTP3ekbHQmHEY2Jshw6H57U3F/7xOiv2Gl8koSVFE/OuhfqpcjN1pZG5PasFRjS0wrqXd1eVDphlHG2zRhkB/f/kvXNeqlFTpJYEC7MIeVIBCHc7gAlrQBg6P8AyvMHGenBfn7SuuBWee2w78KOf9E0IMn9I=</latexit>
sha1_base64="odSALDnqM7Z8oIYArMWpkwXWA/Q=">AAACGnicdVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqbt0EH6AgJelCK7gQ3LhUsCq0w5BJ0zY08zC5I5RxfsaNv+LGhSKCf2OmWlDRA4HDOTk3NydMtbJI6bs3MTk1PTM7N19ZWFxaXqmuLl7aJDNCNkWiE3Mdciu1imUTFWp5nRrJo1DLq3BwUvpXt9JYlcQXOEylH/FerLpKcHRSUD3K26MhLdML/ZzWKKWMsb2SsIN96sjhYaPOGsVWGuRt7EvkxU4aDO5udreKoLo5TpBxgowThJWWwyZ84SyovrQ7icgiGaPQ3NoWoyn6OTeohJZFpZ1ZmXIx4D3ZcjTmkbR+PlqwINtO6ZBuYtyJkYzU74mcR9YOo9DdjDj27W+vFP/yWhl2G36u4jRDGYvPh7qZJpiQsjLSUUYK1ENHuDDK7UpEnxsu0BVbcSWMf0r+J5f1GqM1dk5hDtZhA3aAwQEcwymcQRME3MMjPMOL9+A9ea+fdU14X72twQ94bx+MsKAI</latexit>
sha1_base64="5qlRoixJUipk99pVSdMDzJSGbo0=">AAACJXicdVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0EW0FBSuJCW3AhuHGpYFuhHYZMmrahmYfJHaGM8zNu/BU3LhQRXPkrZvoAFT0QOJxzT3Jz/FhJA4R8ODOzc/MLi0vLhZXVtfWN4uZWw0SJ5qLOIxXpG58ZoWQo6iBBiZtYCxb4SjT9wXnuN++ENjIKr2EYCzdgvVB2JWdgJa94mrZHl7R0z3dTUiGEUEoPc0JPjokltVr1iFazcuylbegLYNl+7A3ubw/KmVcsTRN4msDTBKa5ZVFCE1x6xdd2J+JJIELgihnToiQGN2UaJFciK7QTI2LGB6wnWpaGLBDGTUcLZnjPKh3cjbQ9IeCR+j2RssCYYeDbyYBB3/z2cvEvr5VAt+qmMowTECEfP9RNFIYI55XhjtSCgxpawriWdlfM+0wzDrbYgi1h+lP8P2kcVSip0CtSOqtN6lhCO2gX7SOKTtAZukCXqI44ekBP6AW9Oo/Os/PmvI9HZ5xJZhv9gPP5BXUuoYs=</latexit>

p✓ (pk |q)

h(r)

p h

<latexit sha1_base64="IYb1KKhiasLD3/oE3ExV2i+Fqr4=">AAACGHicdVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16tFLsBUqSE16sO2t4MVjBfuA7VKyadqGZh8kWaEs+zO8+Fe8eFDEa2/+G7N9gIoOBIaZ+ZIv40WCK43Qp7W2vrG5tZ3bye/u7R8c2kfHbRXGkrIWDUUoux5RTPCAtTTXgnUjyYjvCdbxJjeZ33lgUvEwuNfTiLk+GQV8yCnRRurbV0lvfokjR56boDJCCGN8mRFcvUaG1Ou1Cq6lxXFJXhTTvl1YheAqBFchiDPLoACWaPbtWW8Q0thngaaCKOVgFGk3IVJzKlia78WKRYROyIg5hgbEZ8pN5jul8NwoAzgMpTmBhnP1+0RCfKWmvmeSPtFj9dvLxL88J9bDmpvwIIo1C+jioWEsoA5h1hIccMmoFlNDCJXc7ArpmEhCtekyb0pY/RT+T9qVMkZlfFcpNOrLOnLgFJyBEsCgChrgFjRBC1DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936WETXrOXMCfgBa/YFX0mbhQ==</latexit>

Relation encoder

nK paths
and trees

PnK
<latexit sha1_base64="8ydP//mtScwGedm/KcYOwCCfqQo=">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</latexit>

Posterior

k=1

SG
Likelihood

p✓, (pk |q, a)

<latexit sha1_base64="jOTkw3BfRiXepHd1b13X9Tmndz8=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="BvuqXy+Py4eSadUTcmfUq75JFWo=">AAACHHicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31Vt26GWwFBSlJF7bdiODGZQWrQjsMmTRtQzMXkzNCGedt3PgqbgQV0bcxrV14OxD4+P+ck5M/SJQ0SMiHMze/sLi0XFgprq6tb2yWttYuTZxqLto8VrG+DpgRSkaijRKVuE60YGGgxFUwOp34V7dCGxlHFzhOhBeyQST7kjO0kl86zrrTIR09CLyMVAkhlNLDCdD6EbHQbDZqtJFXEj/r4lAgy/fZ3c1h4o8OKrlfKk97bLl/gc6gDLNq+aXnbi/maSgi5IoZ06EkQS9jGiVXIi92UyMSxkdsIDoWIxYK42XTFXN3zyo9tx9reyJ0p+r3joyFxozDwN4MGQ7Nb28i/ud1Uuw3vExGSYoi4l8P9VPlYuxOQnN7UguOamyBcS3tri4fMs042miLNgT6+8t/4bJWpaRKzwkUYAd2YR8o1OEEzqAFbeBwD4/wAq/Og/PkvH3FNefMctuGH+W8fwKAwaBx</latexit>
sha1_base64="XAh5UZ89J8F2VIdjXAQpP9KN4H0=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqbt0EH6AgJXGhdSOCG5cKVoV2GDJp2oZmHiZ3hDLO37jxV9wIKqJ/Y6ZaUNEDgcM5OTc3J0y1skjpuzc2PjE5NT0zW5mbX1hcqi7PX9gkM0I2RKITcxVyK7WKZQMVanmVGsmjUMvLsH9c+pc30liVxOc4SKUf8W6sOkpwdFJQPcxbwyFN0w39nNYopYyxnZKw/T3qyMFBfZfVi400yFvYk8iLLX57vZMG/e2NIqiujzJklCGjDGGl5bAOXzgNqk+tdiKySMYoNLe2yWiKfs4NKqFlUWllVqZc9HlXNh2NeSStnw9XLMimU9qkkxh3YiRD9Xsi55G1gyh0NyOOPfvbK8W/vGaGnbqfqzjNUMbi86FOpgkmpCyNtJWRAvXAES6McrsS0eOGC3TVVlwJo5+S/8nFbo3RGjujMAOrsAZbwGAfjuAETqEBAu7gAZ7hxbv3Hr3Xz7rGvK/eVuAHvLcPy2Wgpw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="9u3lWa2idCGmUkSzqTKDZ94tQYE=">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</latexit>

p✓ (a|q, pk )
For reasoner
training

Fusing nK
trees as G

Likelihood

Reasoner

<latexit sha1_base64="
<latexit
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="+sGeODejrgimZYCK62DuwzVnuZY=">AAACFHicbZDLSgMxFIbP1FutVUe3bgZbwYWUpItedoILXVawF2iHkknTNjRzIckIZZg3ceOruHGhiLjzbcy0XWjrgcDH/5+cnPxeJLjSCH1bua3tnd29/H7hoHh4dGyfFDsqjCVlbRqKUPY8opjgAWtrrgXrRZIR3xOs681uMr/7yKTiYfCg5xFzfTIJ+JhToo00tGvJYDGkLyeem6AKQghjfJUBrteQgWazUcWNtDzwiZ5SIpLbtJwO7dKi15SzCXgFJVhVa2h/DUYhjX0WaCqIUn2MIu0mRGpOBUsLg1ixiNAZmbC+wYD4TLnJYrXUuTDKyBmH0pxAOwv1942E+ErNfc90ZkuqdS8T//P6sR433IQHUaxZQJcPjWPh6NDJwnJGXDKqxdwAoZKbXR06JZJQbSItmBDw+pc3oVOtYFTB9wjycAbncAkY6nANd9CCNlB4ghd4g3fr2Xq1PpZx5axVbqfwp6zPH6/anWA=</latexit>
sha1_base64="hYQKEmL4mg9StFfU3K3oiaa4jho=">AAACFHicdVDLSgMxFL3js9bX6NZNsBVcSElc9LETXOiygm2FzlAyaVqDmQdJRijD/Ikbf8WNC0XEnX9jpg9Q0QuBwzknNycnSKTQBuNPZ2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tl197a6Ok4V4x0Wy1jdBFRzKSLeMcJIfpMoTsNA8l5wd17ovXuutIijazNJuB/ScSRGglFjqYFbz7zpkr4aB36GaxhjQshJAUijji1otZqnpJlXvZCaW0ZldpFX84FbWXjRwosWXkQKyU4F5tMeuB/eMGZpyCPDJNW6T3Bi/IwqI5jkedlLNU8ou6Nj3rcwoiHXfjaNlqMjywzRKFb2RAZN2e83MhpqPQkD6yxC6t9aQf6l9VMzavqZiJLU8IjNHhqlEpkYFWWhoVCcGTmxgDIlbFbEbqmizNhKy7aExU/R/6B7WiO4Rq4wlOAADuEYCDTgDC6hDR1g8ABP8AKvzqPz7LzN6lpy5r3tw49x3r8A+n6dlg==</latexit>
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p✓ (a|q, G)

F gure 3 Overv ew of SR and s ra n ng s ra eg es G ven a ques on SR genera es nK pa hs v a era ve y
expand ng he re a ons We pre- ra n he re r ever based on he pr or of each pa h and ra n he reasoner based on
he ke hood of he subgraph fused from he nK rees For end- o-end ra n ng he re r ever s fine- uned on he
pos er or of each pa h ha cons s s of he pr or and he ke hood of SG s he s op-grad en opera on

Pp
likelihood of a path equals to t=1 log p(rt |q (t) )
according to Eq (7) we can maximize the probabilities of all the intermediate relations in a
path To achieve the goal we decompose a path
p = (r1 , · · · , r p ) into |p| + 1 (question relation) instances including ([q], r1 ) ([q; r1 ], r2 )
([q; r1 ; r2 ; · · · ; r p −1 ], r p ) and an additional
END instance ([q; r1 ; r2 ; · · · ; r p ], END) and opm ze he probab y of each ns ance We rep ace
the observed relation at each time step with other
sampled relations as the negative instances to optimize the probability of the observed ones
52

pθ ϕ (G|q, a) ≈

Unsupervised Pre-Training

When the (q, a) pairs are also scarce we train the
retriever in an unsupervised manner independent
from he (q, a) pa rs We everage he NYT da ase
a distant supervision dataset for relation extraction
(R ede e a 2010) o cons ruc he pseudo (q, a, p)
labels In this dataset each instance is denoted as
a tuple (s, (e1 , r, e2 )) where s is a sentence that
refers to the relation r between two entities e1 and
e2 mentioned in the sentence s For two instances
(s1 , (e1 , r1 , e2 )) and (s2 , (e2 , r2 , e3 )) we treat e1
as the topic entity and e3 as the answer Then we
conca ena e s1 and s2 as he ques on and conca enate r1 and r2 as the corresponding path to train
the retriever The training objective is the same as
the weakly supervised pre-training
53

pϕ (a|q, pk ) which exactly reflects the feedback
from the reasoner We do not directly optimize the
posterior pθ ϕ (G|q, a) because G is induced from
nK paths making it unknown which path should
rece ve he feedback from he ke hood compu ed
on he who e G Ins ead we approx ma e p(G|q, a)
by the sum of the probabilities of the nK paths
and rewrite the posterior of each path by Bayes’
rule (Sachan et al 2021) i e

∝

k=1
nK
X
k=1

pθ ϕ (pk |q, a),

(8)

pϕ (a|q, pk )pθ (pk |q),

where pθ (pk |q) is the prior distribution of the kth path that can be estimated by Eq (7) and
pϕ (a|q, pk ) is the likelihood of the answer a given
he k- h pa h Essen a y pϕ (a|q, pk ) es ma es he
answer a on he s ng e ree nduced by he k- h pa h
instead of the fused subgraph by nK paths As a
resu he reason ng ke hood on each ree can be
reflec ed o he correspond ng pa h ha nduces he
ree The reasoner for es ma ng pϕ (a|q, pk ) s he
same as that for calculating pϕ (a|q, G)
In summary the whole objective function for
each training instance (q, a, G) is formalized as:
L = max log pϕ (a|q, G)
ϕ
|
{z
}

End-to-End Fine-tuning

End-to-end training is an alternative to fine-tune
the separately trained retriever and the reasoner
jointly The main idea is to leverage the feedback
from the reasoner to guide the path expansion of
he re r ever To enab e h s we op m ze he pos er or pθ ϕ (G|q, a) ns ead of he pr or pθ (G|q) s nce
the former one contains the additional likelihood

nK
X

Reasone
nK
X

+ max log
θ

|

k=1

(9)

SG(pϕ (a|q, pk ))pθ (pk |q),
{z

Re eve

}

where the stop-gradient operation SG is to stop
upda ng he parame ers ϕ The reasoner s upda ed
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the same as the two-stage training by computing the
likelihood pϕ (a|q, G) on G sampled by the retriever
(without using information from the answer a). As
a result, there is no mismatch between the training
and evaluation when computing pϕ (a|q, G), as G
relies only on the prior at both.
Intuitively, we train the reasoner to extract the
correct answer given the subgraph induced from
nK highest scoring paths. And we train the retriever to select nK paths which collectively have
a high score to deduce the answer when taking
the feedback from the reasoner into account. Although the two components are jointly trained, the
reasoning is still performed on the retrieved entire
subgraph at each epoch. We present the training
process in Appendix.

6

Table 1: Data statistics. The number of QA pairs for
training, validating and testing are presented.

Datasets. We adopt two benchmarks, WebQuestionSP (WebQSP) (Yih et al., 2016) and Complex WebQuestion 1.1 (CWQ) (Talmor and Berant,
2018), for evaluating the proposed KBQA model.
Table 1 shows the statistics.
Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate the retriever by
the answer coverage rate, which is the proportion
of questions for which the topic-nK retrieved paths
contain at least one answer. This metric reflects
the upper bound of the QA performance and is denoted as Hits@K. For QA performance, We use
Hits@1 to evaluate whether the top-1 predicted
answer is correct. Since some questions have multiple answers, we also predict the answers by the
optimal threshold searched on the validation set
and evaluate their F1 score.
Baseline Models. We compare with embeddingbased KBQA models, in which EmbedKGQA (Saxena et al., 2020) directly optimizes the triplet (topic

#Validation

#Test

WebQSP
CWQ

2,848
27,639

250
3,519

1,639
3,531

WebQSP
Hits@1 F1

Model

CWQ
Hits@1 F1

SP-based models
SPARQA
QGG
CBR-KBQA

73.0
-

73.8
72.8

31.6
36.9
-

37.4
70.0

18.4
32.0
36.8
46.3
45.9

15.7
32.7
42.4
-

50.2
46.5
49.3
49.0

47.1
41.4
46.3
42.7

Embedding-based models
KV-Mem
EmbedKGQA
BAMnet
GRAFT-Net (GN)
NSM
PullNet

Experiments

Experimental Settings

#Train

Table 2: QA performance on WebQSP and CWQ (%).

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments
to evaluate the subgraph retrieval (SR) enhanced
model. We design the experiments to mainly answer the four questions: (1) Does SR take effect
in improving the QA performance? (2) Can SR
obtain smaller but higher-quality subgraphs? (3)
How does the weakly supervised and unsupervised
pre-training affect SR’s performance? (4) Can endto-end fine-tuning enhance the performance of the
retriever as well as the reasoner?
6.1

Dataset

46.6
66.6
55.6
66.4
68.5
68.1

34.5
51.8
60.4
62.8
-

Our Models
SR+NSM
SR+GN
SR+NSM w E2E
SR+GN w E2E

68.9
65.2
69.5
66.7

64.1
61.2
64.1
63.1

entity, question, answer) based on their direct embeddings. KV-Mem (Miller et al., 2016) BAMNet (Chen et al., 2019a) store triplets in a keyvalue structured memory for reasoning. GRAFTNet (Sun et al., 2018), BAMNet (Chen et al.,
2019a), NSM (He et al., 2021), and PullNet (Sun
et al., 2019) are subgraph-oriented embedding models. We also compare with the SP-based models,
in which QGG (Lan and Jiang, 2020) generates
the query graph for a question by adding the constraints and extending the relation paths simultaneously, SPARQA (Sun et al., 2020) proposes a
novel skeleton grammar to represent a question,
and CBR-KBQA (Das et al., 2021) leverages BigBird (Zaheer et al., 2020), a pre-trained seq2seq
model to directly parse a question into a SPARQL
statement that can be executed on graph DBs. SR
is default trained by weakly supervised pre-training
and the default path number is set to 10.
6.2

Overall QA Evaluation

We compare with state-of-the-art KBQA models
and present the Hits@1 and F1 scores in Table 2.
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Table 3: The answer coverage rate of SR on WebQSP and CWQ (%).

SR w SuperT
SR
SR w/o QU
SR w/o PE
SR+NSM w E2E
SR+GN w E2E

78.0
71.2
66.9
52.7
79.3
81.8

WebQSP
Hits@5 Hits@10
90.7
87.5
82.6
71.4
89.8
90.2

90.5
90.5
86.2
74.8
91.6
92.9

Hits@20

Hits@1

95.0
92.9
89.4
78.1
93.3
94.4

51.5
36.5
49.4
53.5
56.1

SP-based Models. The SP-based model CBRKBQA achieves the best performance on CWQ.
This is expected, as CBR-KBQA leverages a pretrained seq-to-seq model to parse the input question
into a SPARQL statement. However, the model depends on the annotated SPARQL statements, which
are expensive to be annotated in practice.

Our Models.
Compared with the above
embedding-based models, a performance improvement on both the datasets can be observed, e.g.,
NSM injected by SR (SR+NSM) improves 0.4%
Hits@1 and 1.3% F1 on WebQSP, 3.9% Hits@1
and 4.7% F1 on CWQ compared with the original NSM. We also show that SR can be adapted
to different subgraph-oriented reasoners. Beyond
NSM, when injecting SR to GRAFT-NET, it also
significantly improves 9.7% Hits@1 and 8.7%F1
on CWQ. SR+GN underperforms GN on WebQSP
because GN filters out the relations of the knowledge graph not in the training set of WebQSP. We
do not inject SR into BAMNet as the model needs
entity types in the subgraph, which is temporarily
ignored by SR .
Summary.

The overall evaluation shows that

72.6
46.4
62.3
73.4
74.5

Answer coverage rate (%)

83.7
54.9
71.6
82.8
83.9

90

85
80

PPR
SR

70
0

250

500

750

1000

Subgraph size

85
80

PPR
SR

70

1250

0

(a) WebQSP
50

60

55

PPR+NSM
SR+NSM
70

80

1000

2000

3000

4000

Subgraph size

5000

6000

(b) CWQ

65

50

Hits@20

79.5
50.8
66.6
78.4
79.6

90

Hits@10 of QA (%)

Embedding-based Models. Among these models,
KV-Mem and EmbedKGQA retrieve the answers
from the global key-value memory built on the KB
or the original whole KB, which enjoys high recall
but suffers from many noisy entities. Compared
with these global retrievals, BAMNet builds the
key-value memory on a subgraph, but it is a full
multi-hop topic-entity-centric subgraph, which is
also noisy. GRAFT-Net and NSM calculate PPR
scores to control the subgraph size, but the ad-hoc
retrieval method is still far from optimal. PullNet
reinforces the retrieval by learning a retriever, but
the retriever and the reasoner are intertwined, causing the partial reasoning on part of a subgraph,
which increases the reasoning bias.

CWQ
Hits@5 Hits@10

Answer coverage rate (%)

Hits@1

85

Answer coverage rate (%)

Hits@10 of QA (%)

Model

PPR+NSM
SR+NSM

45
40
35
30
25

90

(c) WebQSP

70

80

85

Answer coverage rate (%)

90

(d) CWQ

Figure 4: Comparison of the answer coverage rate
under various subgraph sizes (Top row) and the QA
performance (Hits@1) under various answer coverage
rates (Bottom row).

SR takes effect in improving the QA performance
when injecting it before a subgraph-oriented reasoner, and SR equipped with NSM creates a
new state-of-the-art model for embedding-based
KBQA.
6.3

Retriever Evaluation

Quality of Retrieved Subgraph. We evaluate
whether the proposed SR can obtain smaller but
higher-quality subgraphs, which are measured by
not only the direct subgraph size and answer coverage rate but also the final QA performance. For
a fair comparison, we fix the reasoner as NSM,
and vary the retriever as SR and the PPR-based
heuristic retrieval (Sun et al., 2018; He et al., 2021).
PPR+NSM are performed on the same knowledge
graph of the proposed SR+NSM. The result of the
trainable retriever in PullNet (Sun et al., 2019) is
ignored, because its code is not published and the
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Table 4: Performance of subgraph merging strategy
(GM) on CWQ.

0.8

0.6
0.4

w/o UnP
w UnP

0.2
0.0

0

20

50

Weakly supervised data (%)

(a) WebQSP

100

Hits@10 of AC (%)

Hits@10 of AC (%)

0.8
0.6

Model

0.4
0.2
0.0

SR+NSM
SR+NSM w/o GM

w/o UnP
w UnP
0

20

50

Weakly supervised data (%)

100

Subgraph size

Hits@1 of QA (%)

174
204

50.2
50.1

(b) CWQ

Figure 5: Retriever’s performance by pre-training in
terms of Hits@10 of answer coverage rate (AC). UnP
denotes unsupervised pre-training.

value of some key parameters that seriously impact
the model’s performance is unknown.
We report the comparison results in Figure 4.
The top row presents the answer coverage rates of
the subgraphs with various sizes. It is shown that
when retrieving the subgraphs of the same size, the
answer coverage rate of SR is significantly higher
than PPR. The bottom row presents the QA performance (Hits@1) on the subgraphs with various
answer coverage rates. It is shown that by performing the same NSM on the subgraphs with the same
coverage rate, the subgraphs retrieved by SR can
result in higher QA performance than PPR.
Summary. The above results show that SR can
obtain smaller but higher-quality subgraphs.
Effect of Question Update, Path Ending, and
Subgraph Merge. We investigate the effects of the
strategies used in SR, including the question updating strategy (QU) which concatenates the original question with the partially expanded path at
each time step, the path ending strategy (PE) which
learns when to stop expanding the path, and the
subgraph merging strategy (GM) which induces a
subgraph from the top-nK paths.
Table 3 indicates that based on SR, Hits@1 drops
4.3-15.0% when removing QU (SR w/o QU) and
Hits@1 drops 2.1-18.5% when changing PE to the
fixed path length T (SR w/o PE), where the optimal
T is set to 3 on both WebQSP and CWQ.
Table 4 shows that based on SR+NSM, the average subgraph size increases from 174 to 204, and
Hits@1 of QA drops 0.1% when removing the subgraph merging strategy (SR+NSM w/o GM) but
directly taking the union of all the subgraphs from
different topic entities to induce the subgraph. We
only present the results on CWQ as most of the
questions in WebQSP only contain one topic entity,
which does not need the merge operation.

Summary. The above results verify the effectiveness of the devised QU, PE, and GM in SR.
6.4

Training Strategy Evaluation

Effect of Pre-training. We investigate the effects
of the weakly supervised and the unsupervised pretraining on the SR. Table 3 shows the performance
of the supervised training (SR w SuperT) and the
weakly supervised pre-training (SR), which indicates that SR is comparable with SR w SuperT
when retrieving top-10 paths. Because a single
ground-truth path between a topic entity and an
answer is provided by WebQSP, which might omit
the situation when multiple ground truth paths can
be found. In view of this, the weakly supervised
way that retrieves multiple shortest paths as the
ground truth can provide richer supervision signals.
We ignore the supervised training in CWQ because
the ground truth paths are not explicitly given in
the dataset.
We further vary the proportion of the weakly
supervised data in {0%, 20%, 50%, 100%}, and
present the corresponding answer coverage rate
of the subgraph induced by top-10 paths (i.e.
Hits@10) in Figure 5. Note 0% means the
RoBERTa used in SR don’t have any fine-tuning.
The performance shows a consistent growth with
the weakly generated data size, which demonstrates
its positive effect.
Before the weakly supervised pre-training, we
create 100,000 pseudo instances for unsupervised
pre-training (Cf. Section 5 for details). The results presented by the orange bars show that unsupervised pre-training can significantly improve
the original SR (0% weakly supervised data) by
about 20% Hits@1. However, with the increase of
the weakly-supervised data, adding unsupervised
pre-training does not take better effect.
Summary. The above results show the effectiveness of the weakly supervised pre-training. Meanwhile, the unsupervised strategy can be an alternative choice when the QA pairs are scarce.
Effect of End-to-End Fine-tuning. Table 3 shows
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both SR+NSM w E2E and SR+GN w E2E improve 2-10.6% Hits@1 of retrieval based on SR.
Table 2 shows SR+NSM w E2E improves 0.6%
Hits@1 of QA based on SR+NSM on WebQSP,
and SR+GRAFT-Net w E2E improves 1.5-2.5%
Hits@1 of QA based on SR+GRAFT-Net. Although SR+NSM w E2E underperforms SR+NSM
on CWQ, we suggest to reason on the top-1 retrieved results, which are much better than those
before fine-tuning .
Summary. The above results indicate that the answer likelihood estimated by the reasoner provides
positive feedback for fine-tuning the retriever. With
the improvement of the retriever, the reasoner can
be also enhanced by the updated subgraphs.

7

Conclusion

We propose a subgraph retriever (SR) decoupled
from the subsequent reasoner for KBQA. SR is devised as an efficient dual-encoder that can update
the question when expanding the path as well as
determining the stop of the expansion. The experimental results on two well-studied benchmarks
show SR takes effect in improving the QA performance if injecting it before a subgraph-oriented reasoner. SR equipped with NSM creates new SOTA
results for embedding-based KBQA methods if
learning SR by weakly supervised pre-training as
well as end-to-end fine-tuning.
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Table 5: Paths learned by the proposed retriever SR.
Top-nK (K=2, n is #topic entities) Retrieved Paths

Question

p1 = Rome:(travel_destination, transportation)
p2 = Rome:(nearby_airports)*

Which airport to fly into <Rome>?

p1 = Santo Domingo:(capital_of, currency_used)
p2 = Santo Domingo:(containedby, currency_used)*

<Santo Domingo> is the capital of the country
with what currency?
What is the home county of the person who said <“Few
people have the virtue to withstand the highest bidder?”>?
What is the most recent movie directed by <Angelina Jolie>?

p1 = (quotation_author, place_of_birth)
p2 = (quotation_author, places_lived)*
p1 = Angelina Jolie:(director_of_film, release_date)
p2 = Angelina Jolie:(producer_of_film, release_date)*
p1 = Katerine Fugate:(film_writer)
p2 = Katerine Fugate:(film_story_contributor)*
p3 = Taylor Swift:(actor_film)
p4 = Taylor Swift:(nominations, nominated_for)*

What movie, written by <Katerine Fugate>,
featured <Taylor Swift>?

p1 = Argentina:(location_adjoins)
p2 = Argentina:(import_from)*
p3 = Brasilia Time Zone:(location_time_zone)
p4 = Brasilia Time Zone:(location_used, contained_by)*

What country bordering <Argentina>
is in the <Brasilia Time Zone>?

Where was the artist that had <This Summer Tour> raised?

p1 = This Summer Tour:(music_artist, place_of_birth)
p2 = This Summer Tour:(music_artist, artist_origin)*

What position did <Vince Lombardi> play?

p1 = Vince Lombardi:(basketball_player_position)
p2 = Vince Lombardi:(teams, team_roster_position)*
p1 = Acadia University:(headquarters, mailing_address)
p2 = Acadia University:(contained_by)*

What city is <Acadia University> in?

p1 = “The Cricket on the Hearth”:(author, works_written)
p2 = “The Cricket on the Hearth”:(author, book_published)*

What was the first book written by
the author of <“The Cricket on the Hearth”>?
Who married to the person who lived in <Downe, Kent>?

p1 = Downe, Kent:(person_lived, spouse)
p2 = Downe, Kent:(person_lived, children, parent)*

Find the location of the film <Fan Chan>,
what language is spoken there?

p1 = Fan Chan:(film_location, languages_spoken)
p2 = Fan Chan:(film_location, official_language)*

A
A.1

Appendix
Interpretability of Retrieved Paths.

We present the top-nK paths learned by the proposed SR for several questions in Table 5 on WebQSP and CWQ. Each path is denoted by its topic
entity before the colon. A path denoted by * means
it is the new path discovered by SR beyond the
ground-truth path provided by WebQSP and CWQ.
The paths can explain why an answer is inferred
for a question.
A.2

Training Algorithm.

We present the whole training process in Algorithm 1, where we first pre-train the retriever, then
train the reasoner based on the retrieved subgraph,
and finally end-to-end fine-tune the retriever and
the reasoner together.

Algorithm 1: Training Algorithm
Input: G, {(q, a)}
Output: Learned parameters θ and ϕ.
1 Pre-train the retriever by weakly supervised
signals or unsupervised signals plus only
20% weakly supervised signals;
2 Train the reasoner on the retrieved
subgraphs;
/* End-to-End training:
*/
3 while not converge do
4
For each (q, a) pair, sample a subgraph
G by current retriever;
5
Update ϕ by optimizing the first term of
Eq. (9) on all the (q, a, G) instances;
6
Update θ by optimizing the second term
of Eq. (9) on all the (q, a, G) instances;
7 end
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A.3

Experimental Implementation

We provide the training and inference details of all
the experiments as below.
General Setting. We use RoBERTa-base in our
paper (Liu et al., 2019). The basic RoBERTa contains 12 layers, 768-d hidden size, and 12 attention
heads, resulting in 110M parameters in total. On
WebQSP and CWQ, the batch size for training both
the retriever and the reasoner is set as 16 and 20
respectively.
Supervised Training. WebQSP provides the relation chains corresponding to each (question, answer) pair. For each question, we use each relation
chain from each topic entity to the answer as the
ground truth path. In this way, we obtain 3,098
(question, path) instances which can be decomposed into 5,394 (question, relation) instances in
total for supervised training. The learning rate for
supervised training is set as 5e-5. An epoch takes
about 5 minutes and the loss function converges
within 10 epochs on WebQSP/CWQ. We ignore
supervised training on CWQ because the explicit
paths are not provided.

the loss function converges within 80 epochs. The
learning rate for warming up the reasoner is set as
1e-4. For end-to-end training, the learning rate is
set as 1e-5.
A.4

Inference

We retrieve the top 10 relevant relations at each
step which results in 10 paths for each topic entity.
The number 10 is determined at the pre-training
stage by checking the inflection point of the answer
coverage rate on the validation set. The average
time of online inference including both the subgraph retrieving and the reasoning can be within
1 second. By comparison, GRAFT-Net and NSM
which first retrieve the whole two-hop subgraph
and then prune it by the PPR scores spend about 2
to 3 seconds or even 7 to 8 seconds for retrieving
some dense subgraphs.

Weakly supervised Pre-training. For weakly supervised pre-training, the ground truth paths are
unavailable. To create the pseudo paths, for each
(question, answer) pair, we extract all the shortest paths between each topic entity and an answer.
We create 16,000/150,000 (question, relation) instances in total for weakly supervised pre-training.
The learning rate for weakly supervised training is
set as 5e-5. An epoch takes about 5 minutes and
the loss function converges within 10 epochs.
Unsupervised Pre-training. From the NYT
dataset (Riedel et al., 2010), we create 100,000
(sentence, path) pseudo instances. The learning
rate for unsupervised training is set as 5e-5. An
epoch takes about 5 minutes and the loss function
converges within 10 epochs. The unsupervised
pre-training is performed once and then SR can be
adapted to various KBQA datasets.
End-to-End Training. Before end-to-end training,
the retriever needs to be warmed up by weakly supervised pre-training or unsupervised pre-training.
The reasoner also needs to be warmed up by supervised training on the (question, answer) pairs.
For training the NSM reasoner (He et al., 2021),
an epoch with batch size 20 takes 55 seconds and
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